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EDMs violate T and CP symmetry

Hamiltonian of a particle with EDM d and magnetic moment µ in an
electromagnetic field:

Hµ,d =−µB · S
S
−dE · S

S

Time(T )- and spatial(P) inversion

P(B ·S) = B ·S P(E ·S) =−E ·S
T (B ·S) = B ·S T (E ·S) =−E ·S

=⇒ T and CP violation (CPT theorem)

T (Hµ,d ) 6= Hµ,d =⇒
[
T ,Hµ,d

]
6= 0



Search for EDMs in diamagnetic atoms

EDM enhancement by the
electrons ∝ Z 2.
(Schiff- moment)

Schiff, Phys. Rev., 132, 2194 (1963)

199Mercury:

measured:

∣∣d199Hg
∣∣< 3.1×10−29 ecm
(95% C.L)

Griffith, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 101601

(2009)

129Xenon:

measured: d129Xe < +0.7±3.3×10−27 ecm
Rosenberry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 22

(2001)

predicted(SM): d129Xe < 1×10−33 ecm



Conventional vs. alternative measurement principle

electric field ‖ magnetic field
h̄ωL = µB + dE

effect of static electric field and EDM:
∆ωL = 1

h̄ dE

electric field ⊥ magnetic field

effect of rotating electric field and EDM: θd



Measurement cycle

1. initially P‖B0

2. spinflip by θ1 (for illustration θ1 = π

2 )

3. free spin precession with rotating
E-field

4. spin-flip by θ2 with θ1 + θ2 = π or 0

5. detection of possible precession
signal due to θd



Good natured properties of liquid 129Xe for EDM
measurements

I high degree of polarization

I polarization preserved during liquefaction
I long T2 > 1000s Romalis et al, Phys. Rev. Lett., 87, 067601, (2001)

I good electric insulation

I slow diffusion: negligible geometric phases

I high particle density⇒ small droplets (∼ 400 µm), microscopic
size of the experiment



The experiment



The experiment

for:
d ≈ 5 ·10−31 ecm
E ≈ 100 kV

cm , τ ≈ 1000s
⇒ θd = d ·E ·τ

h̄ ≈ 8 ·10−7

SQUID noise level: 2 fT√
Hz

signal for θd ≈ 8 ·10−7: 100 fT



Systematic effects

I magnetic field stability

I magnetic field gradients

I centered: small effect.
I non centered: leads to

oscillation in θ .

I Non-EDM electric field effects

I circling currents
I motional fields

Bm =− 1
c² v×E



Systematic effects

I geometric phases

I coupled dipole interaction between the droplets:

I oscillation in θ with 2ωL if the droplets are aligned
along a line perpendicular to B0.

I oscillation vanishes when the droplets are aligned
along B0.

I Sum of known systematic effects < 10−30 ecm.



Xenon polarization with spin exchange optical pumping

transmission spectra

I Rb is polarized by σ± laser light, and transfers the polarization to the
Xenon nuclei via collisions.

I N2 ⇒ quench unwanted transitions
I 4He⇒ pressure broadening



Status

NMR setup to polarize and detect
129Xe

I 20W diode laser @ 795nm
I B0 of ∼ mT

I pickup coil to detect µV signals
induced by the Larmor
precession

Phase shift of π for left and right
circular polarized pumping light



Status

Gas system with massflow controllers to produce large amounts of
polarized xenon

Ongoing: test of transport and condensation of polarized xenon



Status

SQUID sensors can be
operated at 4.1K inside
the cryogen free cryostat

Ongoing:
I optimization of

printed circuits as
field coils

I EDM chip
development



Summary

I We are building an EDM experiment with a new approach:

I microscopic experiment with different systematic effects
I Ramsey method can also be used
I multiple simultaneous experiments incl. reference sample

I Status:

I hyperpolarization of xenon via SEOP established and working
I cryogen free cryostat for the SQUID system built and operational
I transfer system is being commissioned
I combination of the subsystems planned for 2011

I statistical sensitivity of 10−30 ecm per measurement (2 droplets,
few 100 s)

I expected systematic effects < 10−30 ecm.







199Hg EDM experiment

Griffith, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 101601 (2009)

New version of the 199Hg EDM experiment. The upper limit was
lowered by a factor of 7 to:

∣∣d199Hg
∣∣< 3.1×10−29 ecm



Spin maser holding the current upper limit on the 129Xe EDM

Rosenberry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 22 (2001)


